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Abstract. We study two enumeration problems forup-down alternating trees, i.e., rooted labelled treesT , where the
labelsv1, v2, v3, . . . on every path starting at the root ofT satisfyv1 < v2 > v3 < v4 > · · · . First we consider
various tree families of interest in combinatorics (such as unordered, odered,d-ary and Motzkin trees) and study the
numberTn of different up-down alternating labelled trees of sizen. We obtain for all tree families considered an
implicit characterization of the exponential generating functionT (z) leading to asymptotic results of the coefficients
Tn for various tree families. Second we consider the particular family of up-down alternating labelled ordered trees
and study the influence of such an alternating labelling to the average shapeof the trees by analyzing the parameters
label of the root node, degree of the root nodeanddepth of a random nodein a random tree of sizen. This leads to
exact enumeration results and limiting distribution results.
Résuḿe. Nousétudions deux problèmes de d́enombrement d’arbres alterńes haut-bas: par d́efinition, ce sont des
arbres munis d’une racine et tels que, pour tout chemin partant de la racine, les valeursv1, v2, v3, . . . assocíees aux
noeuds du chemin satisfont la chaı̂ne d’inégalit́es v1 < v2 > v3 < v4 > · · · . D’une part, nous considérons
diverses familles d’arbres intéressantes du point de vue de l’analyse combinatoire (comme les arbrede Motzkin, les
arbres non ordonńes, ordonńes etd-aires) et nouśetudions pour chaque famille le nombre totalTn d’arbres alterńes
haut-bas de taillen. Nous obtenons pour toutes les familles d’arbres considéŕees une caractérisation implicite de la
fonction ǵeńeratrice exponentielleT (z). Cette caractérisation nous renseigne sur le comportement asymptotique des
coefficientsTn de plusieurs familles d’arbres. D’autre part, nous examinons le cas particulier de la famille des arbres
ordonńes : nouśetudions l’influence de l’́etiquetage alterńe haut-bas sur l’allure ǵeńerale de ces arbres en analysant
trois param̀etres dans un arbre aléatoire (valeur de la racine, degr´ de la racine et profondeur d’un noeud aléatoire).
Nous obtenons alors des résultats en terme de distribution limite, mais aussi de dénombrement exact.
Keywords: Alternating trees, Generating functions, Functional equations, Asymptoticenumeration results
1 Introduction
The familyT of unrooted unordered alternating trees (also called intransitive trees) consists of all unrooted
unordered labelled treesT , where the nodes ofT with |T | = n (the number|T | of nodes ofT will be
called the size ofT ) are labelled by distinct integers of{1, 2, . . . , n} in such a way that for every path
v1, v2, v3, . . . in T it holdsv1 < v2 > v3 < v4 > · · · or v1 > v2 < v3 > v4 > · · · (we always identify a
nodev ∈ T with its label).
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This tree family appears in various contexts in combinatorics as in the enumeration of admissible bases
of certain hypergeometric systems [4], in the enumeration of so called local binary search trees [7] and
when enumerating the number of regions of certain hyperplane arrangements [8].
The enumeration problem for the numberTn of unrooted unordered alternating trees of sizen has been











The corresponding problem for rooted ordered alternating trees has been addressed and solved by
C. Chauve, S. Dulucq and A. Rechnitzer in [1]. They consideret esT , where one node ofT is dis-
tinguished as the root and where the subtrees of each node ofT are linearly ordered, which are labelled
by distinct integers of{1, 2, . . . , |T |} in an “alternating way”, i.e., in such a way that for every path
v1, v2, v3, . . . in T it holdsv1 < v2 > v3 < v4 > · · · or v1 > v2 < v3 > v4 > · · · . The authors of [1]
found that the numberTn of rooted ordered alternating trees of sizen ≥ 2 is given by the surprisingly
simple formulaTn = 2(n − 1)n−1.
The aim of the present work is to address and give (up to some extent) solutions to the following two
problems for alternating trees. First we consider the enumeration problem for other alternating labelled
tree families, as, e.g., for binary trees,d-ary trees and Motzkin trees, where the corresponding families
of unordered or arbitrary labelled trees appear frequentlyi combinatorics or computer science. We
remark that all trees considered in this paper are rooted trees and we remark further that it is sufficient
for the enumeration problem to count “up-down alternating labelled trees”, i.e., it holds for every path
v1, v2, v3, . . . starting at the root of a tree:v1 < v2 > v3 < v4 > · · · . Of course, the number of all
alternating labelled trees of sizen ≥ 2 of a rooted tree family is twice the number of up-down alternating
labelled trees of sizen. Our study relies on a description of the combinatorial decomp sition of an up-
down alternating treeT of a tree family considered with respect to the largest element n = |T | in T . This
decomposition leads to a recursive description of the enumeration problem and to quasilinear first order
partial differential equations for suitably defined multivariate generating functions. For all tree families
considered the differential equation appearing can be solved implicitly, which also leads to an implicit
characterization of the exponential generating functionT (z) of the numberTn of trees of sizen by means
of certain functional equations. With few exceptions, amongst them the already known results for rooted
ordered and rooted (or unrooted) unordered alternating trees, it does not seem that there are explicit
formulæ forTn available. However, the appearing functional equations for the generating functions of the
numberTn of up-down alternating labelled trees are particularly usef l to obtain asymptotic results ofTn
for various tree families.
Second we are interested in the influence of an alternating labelling to the average structure or shape
of the trees in a tree family compared to an arbitrary labelling. We do this by considering one particular
tree family, namely the family of up-down alternating labelled ordered trees, and studying several tree
parameters for random trees of sizen (i.e., each of theTn different trees of sizen is chosen with equal
probability). In particular we obtain limiting distribution results for the label of the root node, the degree
of the root node, and the depth (i.e., the distance to the root) of a randomly chosen node in a random tree
of sizen. Interestingly one even obtains exact formulæ for the number of up-down alternating labelled
ordered trees of sizen, where the root is labelled byj, as well as for the number of up-down alternating
labelled ordered trees of sizen, where the root has degreem. To show these results we again use the
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basic decomposition of an up-down alternating treeT with respect to the largest elementn = |T |, which
again leads to certain partial differential equations for suitably introduced bivariate generating functions.
A study of these differential equations leads then to exact or asymptotic results for the parameters studied.
2 Results
2.1 Enumeration results for up-down alternating labelled trees
We give here our results for the numberTn of up-down alternating labelled trees of sizen for various tree
familiesT as described in Subsection 3.1.




n! of the numbersTn is for the tree
families considered implicitly given as solution of the following functional equations:
Ordered trees: z = (1 − T (z)) log 1
1 − T (z) , or explicitly T (z) = 1 − e
−W (z),
Unordered trees: z =
2T (z)
1 + eT (z)








d-ary trees: z =
2
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with r(x) = 24(T (z) − x) + 12(T 2(z) − x2) + 8(T 3(z) − x3) + 10,



















with r(x) = 3(T (z) − x) + (T 3(z) − x3),




n! appearing is the so called tree function.
Theorem 2 The numbersTn are for each of the families of up-down alternating labelledor ered, un-




whereρ is the radius of convergence of the corresponding exponential generating functionT (z) andC is
some computable constant, which may differ for every tree family considered. For these tree families the
radius of convergenceρ is given as follows:
Ordered trees: ρ =
1
e
≈ 0.367879 . . . ,
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Unordered trees: ρ = −2W (−e−1) ≈ 0.556929 . . . ,
d-ary trees: ρ =
2
(d − 1)(1 + τ)d , with τ the positive real solution of the equation
(
1 + (1 + τ)d+1
) d−1
d+1









d-bundled ordered trees: ρ =
2(1 − τ)d
d + 1





















Furthermore the numbersTn are for the families of ordered, unordered and3-bundled ordered trees
given by the following exact formulæ:
Ordered trees: Tn = (n − 1)n−1,























We remark that the exact formulæ ofTn for the families of ordered trees and unordered trees already
appear (or are easily deduced from results) in [1] and [7], respectively.
2.2 Results for tree parameters in up-down alternating labelled ordered trees
We give here our exact and asymptotic results of parameters described in Section 4 for the family of
up-down alternating labelled ordered trees.
Theorem 3 Let Tn,j denote the number of up-down alternating labelled ordered tes of sizen, where
the root node has labelj, with 1 ≤ j ≤ n, and letLn be the random variable, which gives the label of the
root node of a randomly chosen up-down alternating labelledordered tree of size-n. ThenTn,j is given
by the following exact formula:
Tn,j = (n − j)(n − 1)j−2nn−j−1,
and the normalized random variableLn
n
converges forn → ∞ in distribution to a random variableL,
i.e., Ln
n
(d)−−→ L, with density functionf(x) = (1 − x)e1−x, for 0 ≤ x ≤ 1.
Theorem 4 Let Tn,m denote the number of up-down alternating labelled ordered tes of sizen, where
the root node has degreem, with 0 ≤ m ≤ n, and letRn be the random variable, which gives the degree
of the root node of a randomly chosen up-down alternating labelled ordered tree of size-n. ThenTn,m is
given by the following exact formula:







(−1)ℓ ℓ + 1
ℓ
(n − 1 − ℓ)n−1,
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and the random variableRn converges forn → ∞ in distribution to a discrete random variableR, i.e.,
Rn
(d)−−→ R, whose distribution is given by
P{R = m} =
(e − 1
e














denotes them-th harmonic number.
Theorem 5 Let Dn be the random variable, which counts the depth (i.e., the distance to the root) of
a randomly chosen node in a random up-down alternating labeled ordered tree of sizen. Then the
normalized random variableDn√
n




(d)−−→ Rα, with parameterα = 23 , whereRα has density functionf(x) = xα2 e
− x2
2α2 ,
for x ≥ 0.
3 Enumeration of up-down alternating trees
3.1 Tree families considered
In the following we describe the combinatorial familiesT of trees that we consider here. Basically all
trees contained in the tree families are up-down alternating labelled rooted trees. This means that we
only consider labelled trees: the nodes in a treeT of size |T | = n are labelled by distinct integers of
{1, 2, . . . , n}, where one of then nodes ofT is distinguished as the root node. Furthermore the labelling of
any treeT is an “up-down alternating labelling”, i.e., it must hold for any sequence of nodesv1, v2, v3, . . .
lying on the path from the root to an arbitrary node inT thatv1 < v2 > v3 < v4 > · · · , where we identify
a node with its label.
To specify the up-down alternating labelled tree familiesT we are dealing with, we describe the cor-
responding arbitrary labelled tree familiesT̃ and define thatT ⊆ T̃ contains exactly those treesT ∈ T̃
with an up-down alternating labelling.
Labelled ordered trees: Every treeT ∈ T̃ of sizen consists of a root node, where a (possibly empty)
sequence of labelled ordered trees is attached and where thewhol tree is relabelled with the labels
{1, 2, . . . , n} in an order preserving way.
Labelled unordered trees: Every treeT ∈ T̃ of sizen consists of a root node, where a (possibly empty)
set of labelled unordered trees is attached and where the whole tree is relabelled with the labels
{1, 2, . . . , n} in an order preserving way.
Labelled d-ary trees: Every treeT ∈ T̃ of sizen consists of a root node, which hasd positions, where
either a labelledd-ary tree is attached or not and where the whole tree is relabelled with the labels
{1, 2, . . . , n} in an order preserving way.
Labelled d-bundled trees: Every treeT ∈ T̃ of sizen consists of a root node, which hasd positions,
where a (possibly empty) sequence of labelledd-bundled trees is attached and where the whole tree
is relabelled with the labels{1, 2, . . . , n} in an order preserving way. Alternatively one might think
of a d-bundled tree as an ordered tree, where the sequence of subtrees attached to any node in the
tree is separated byd − 1 bars intod bundles.
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Fig. 1: An example of a2-bundled tree. A bar separates the subtrees into left and right ones.
Labelled Motzkin trees: Every treeT ∈ T̃ of sizen consists of a root node, where a sequence of0,
1 or 2 labelled Motzkin trees is attached and where the whole tree is r labelled with the labels
{1, 2, . . . , n} in an order preserving way.
Labelled strict binary trees: Every treeT ∈ T̃ of sizen consists of a root node, where a sequence of
0 or 2 labelled strict binary trees is attached and where the wholetree is relabelled with the labels
{1, 2, . . . , n} in an order preserving way.
Whereas the families of ordered, unordered,d-ary, strict binary and Motzkin-trees are well-known
tree families with a lot of applications (see, e.g., [2, 9]),we remark thatd-bundled trees appear, e.g., in
the context of certain “preferential attachment” growth models for trees (see [5]) and furthermore, that
they are satisfying some randomness preservation properties when studying cutting-down procedures for
random trees (see [6]). An example of a2-bundled tree is given in Fig. 1.
3.2 Combinatorial decompositions
Fundamental to our approach is the description of the decomposition of an up-down alternating treeT of
size|T | = n in a tree familyT with respect to noden. If we cut-off all edges incident with noden and
relabel the resulting trees with labels from1 up to their sizes in an order-preserving way we obtain for
n ≥ 2 an alternating treêT of sizek ≥ 1 that contains the original root of the treeT and alternating trees
T1, T2, . . . , Tr of sizesk1, . . . , kr ≥ 1, which correspond to the subtrees originally attached to node .
Of course, it holds thatk + k1 + · · · + kr = n − 1.
If T is one of the families of up-down alternating labelled unordered, ordered,d-ary,d-bundled ordered
or Motzkin trees it follows that all the resulting treeŝT , T1, . . . , Tr are again alternating trees of the
family T . This is not true ifT is the family of up-down alternating labelled strict binaryt ees: although
T1, . . . , Tr are alternating trees ofT this does not hold for the treêT , since there exists now a node in̂T ,
where only one subtree is attached. We first consider the decomposition for those tree familiesT , where
all the resulting trees are again contained inT and discuss the decomposition for the family of strict binary
trees later.
In order to use the decomposition of an up-down alternating label ed tree of a familyT to get a recursive
description of the numbersTn of different size-n trees ofT we are now interested in an answer to the
following question. What is the number of different treesT ∈ T of size|T | = n that we can obtain by
starting with alternating treeŝT , T1, . . . , Tr ∈ T of corresponding sizesk, k1, . . . , kr, with k+k1 + · · ·+
kr = n − 1, distributing the labels{1, 2, . . . , n − 1} amongst the nodes of̂T , T1, . . . , Tr and relabelling
all these trees in an order-preserving way and afterwards attachingT1, . . . , Tr to a new vertex labelled by
n and attaching noden to a node inT̂ ?





stemming from the distribution of
the labels to the trees. The more interesting contribution is the factor coming from the number of possible
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positions, where noden can be attached to a node in̂T of size|T̂ | = k, such that the up-down alternating
labelling is preserved for the resulting tree. This contribution, which will be denoted here byw, depends
on the specific tree family considered and will be studied now. We require there the notion of the depth
h(v) of a nodev in a treeT̂ , which is given by the distance ofv to the root ofT̂ , i.e., the number of edges
lying on the unique path from the root of̂T to nodev. It holds then that noden can only be attached to
nodesv ∈ T̂ , which are at an even level, i.e., where it holdsh(v) ≡ 0 mod 2. The set of nodes of̂T
at an even level will be denoted byV := {v ∈ T̂ : h(v) ≡ 0 mod 2} and its cardinality byℓ := |V |.
Furthermore we denote byd+(v) the out-degree (the number of children) of a nodev in a treeT̂ .














+(v) gives exactly the number of nodes in̂T at an odd level. Thus we obtain that,
independent of the specific treêT , there are always|T̂ | = k positions of attaching noden, such that
the resulting tree is again up-down alternating labelled.
Unordered trees: The number of positionsw of attaching noden to one of the nodes ofV is now simply
given byw = |V | = ℓ.










d+(v) = d|V | − |T̂ \ V | = dℓ − (k − ℓ) = (d + 1)ℓ − k.










d+(v) = d|V | + |T̂ \ V | = dℓ + (k − ℓ) = (d − 1)ℓ + k.
Motzkin trees: To count the number of positionsw of attaching noden to one of the nodes ofV we define
the set of nodes inV with out-degree0 and1, respectively, byV [0] := {v ∈ V : d+(v) = 0},
V [1] := {v ∈ V : d+(v) = 1}, and use the notationℓ[0] := |V [0]|, ℓ[1] := |V [1]| for their







2 = |V [0]| + 2|V [1]| = ℓ[0] + 2ℓ[1].
Thus this combinatorial decomposition only leads for the family of ordered trees directly to a recurrence
for the numberTn of alternating labelled trees of sizen, whereas we have to store additional information
for the other tree families considered: for unordered trees, d-ary trees and-bundled ordered trees we will
introduce the numberTn,m of alternating labelled trees of sizen, where exactlym nodes are at an even
level, and for Motzkin trees we will introduce the numberTn,m[0],m[1] of alternating labelled trees, where
exactlym[0] nodes at an even level have out-degree0 andm[1] nodes at an even level have out-degree1.
Of course, it holdsTn =
∑
m≥0 Tn,m andTn =
∑
m[0],m[1]≥0 Tn,m[0],m[1] , respectively.
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Strict binary trees: As mentioned above when applying this decomposition to an up-down alternating
treeT of the familyT of strict binary trees the resulting treêT containing the original root ofT is no
more a strict binary tree. To treat the family of strict binary trees with the same approach as before we
consider a larger tree familyS ⊇ T containingT . The familyS consists now of all up-down alternating
labelled rooted treesT , where every nodev ∈ T at an odd level (h(v) ≡ 1 mod 2) has a sequence of0
or 2 children and where every nodev ∈ T at an even level (h(v) ≡ 0 mod 2) has a sequence of0, 1 or 2
children. Of course, the familyT of alternating labelled strict binary trees contains exactly those trees of
S, which do not contain any nodes of out-degree1. As immediately seen the basic decomposition of an
up-down alternating labelled treeT ∈ S of size|T | = n with respect ton leads to up-down alternating
labelled treeŝT , T1, . . . , Tr, which are all elements ofS. Thus we can repeat the considerations made
above for the familyS. It remains to study the numberw of possible positions, where noden can be
attached to a node in̂T of size|T̂ | = k, such that the up-down alternating labelling is preserved for the
resulting tree. We denote as above the set of nodes inT̂ at an even level withV and define the set of nodes
in V with out-degree0 and1, respectively, byV [0] := {v ∈ V : d+(v) = 0}, V [1] := {v ∈ V : d+(v) =







1 = 2|V [0]| + |V [1]| = 2ℓ[0] + ℓ[1].
Thus in order to treat the enumeration problem for strict binary trees we will introduce the number
Tn,m[0],m[1] of alternating labelled trees of the familyS defined above, where exactlym[0] nodes at an
even level have out-degree0 andm[1] nodes at an even level have out-degree1. The basic combinatorial
decomposition leads then to a recursive description of these numbersTn,m[0],m[1] . Of course, we are




General tree families: We remark that one could use this basic decomposition to obtain a recursive
description of the number of up-down alternating labelled trees for any familyT of so called simply
generated trees (see, e.g., [3] for a definition and results), where the out-degree of a nodev ∈ T is
bounded a priori for all treesT ∈ T by some fixed bound.
As we have seen for the families of up-down alternating labelled unordered, ordered andd-bundled
ordered trees the approach also works for some instances of tree amilies, where the degree of a node
v ∈ T is not bounded by some universal constant for allT ∈ T ; however, in general one would be forced
to store then the whole sequence(m[0],m[1],m[2], . . . ) of the numbersm[i] of nodesv in a treeT at an
even level with out-degreed+(v) = i.
3.3 Generating functions
The basic decomposition of an up-down alternating labelledtr e T of size |T | = n with respect to
noden described in Subsection 3.2 immediately leads to recurrences for the numbersTn (ordered trees),
Tn,m (unordered trees,d-ary trees andd-bundled ordered trees) orTn,m[0],m[1] (Motzkin trees and strict
binary trees) introduced there. We will not give these recurrences here, since they are obtained directly
from the description given in Subsection 3.2. We treat the recurr nces appearing by introducing suitable























This leads, apart from the instance of ordered trees, where anonlinear ordinary differential equation
occurs, to first order quasilinear partial differential equations for the generating functions introduced.
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These equations are given below, where we use the abbreviation F := F (z, u0, u1); additionally the
initial conditionsT (0) = F (0, u) = F (0, u0, u1) = 0 hold:
Ordered trees: T ′(z) − 1 = zT
′(z)
1 − T (z) ,
Unordered trees: Fz(z, u) − u = ueF (z,u)Fu(z, u),
d-ary trees: Fz(z, u) − u = (1 + F (z, u))d
(
(d + 1)uFu(z, u) − zFz(z, u)
)
,
d-bundled ordered trees:Fz(z, u) − u =
1
(1 − F (z, u))d
(
(d − 1)uFu(z, u) + zFz(z, u)
)
,
Motzkin trees: Fz − u0 =
(





Strict binary trees: Fz − u0 =
(





All the differential equations appearing can be solved by using the method of characteristics for first
order quasilinear partial differential equations, see, e.g., [10] for a description of this method. The ex-




n! of the numberTn of up-down alternating trees of
sizen that we are mainly interested in, can be obtained from these solutions viaT (z) = F (z, 1) (for
unordered trees,d-ary trees andd-bundled ordered trees),T (z) = F (z, 1, 1) (for Motzkin trees) and
T (z) = F (z, 1, 0) for strict binary trees. We obtain then that the functionsT (z) are given implicitly as
solutions of certain functional equations, which are collected in Theorem 1.
For the instance of ordered and unordered trees the functions T (z) can be expressed via the so called
tree function and exact formulæ for the numbersTn can be obtained by extracting coefficients. This leads
to results obtained by [1] and [7]. For most of the other tree families considered it does not seem that there
are explicit formulæ for the numbersTn available. We only remark the somewhat curious fact that forthe
instance of3-bundled ordered trees the equation forT (z) can be simplified toz = 2T (z)(1−T (z))
3(2−T (z))
(1+(1−T (z))2)2 ,
which also leads to an exact formula forTn. These exact results are collected in Theorem 2.
3.4 Asymptotic enumeration results





solution of certain functional equations (as obtained in Subsection 3.3) is that this often allows to apply
analytic techniques leading to asymptotic results for the coefficientsTn, for n → ∞.
We will not show here details, but refer to the very general treatment discussed in [3]. Basically one
has to determine the radius of convergenceρ of the analytic functionT (z), which already leads to some
growth estimates ofTn. However, for a detailed description of the growth of the coeffici ntsTn one has
to locate all singularities on the radius of convergence (thso called dominant singularities) and describe
the behaviour ofT (z) locally in a complex neighbourhood of their dominant singularities. By applying
transfer lemmata, i.e., singularity analysis, this leads then in many instances to precise asymptotic results
for Tn.
For the familiesT of up-down alternating labelled ordered, unordered,d-ary andd-bundled ordered
trees one can determine the radiusρ of convergence by an application of the implicit function theorem
and one can also show thatz = ρ is the unique dominant singularity. Furthermore one is ableto determine
the local behaviour ofT (z) aroundz = ρ and to apply singularity analysis. The asymptotic results for Tn
obtained for these tree families are given in Theorem 3.
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For the familiesT of up-down alternating labelled Motzkin trees and strict binary trees we also deter-
mined the radiusρ of convergence, but up to now we could not show thatz = ρ is the unique dominant
singularity (in the instance of Motzkin trees) or that therea exactly two dominant singularitiesz = ρ
andz = −ρ (in the instance of strict binary trees), respectively. Thus we defer a more detailed analysis
of the asymptotic behaviour ofTn for these tree families to future research.
4 Parameters in up-down alternating labelled rooted trees
We study now certain parameters for the familyT of up-down alternating labelled ordered trees. We









n! is the tree
function.
4.1 Label of the root node
First we want to count the numberTn,j of up-down alternating labelled ordered trees of sizen, where
the root node has labelj, with 1 ≤ j ≤ n. In a probabilistic setting we introduce the random variable
Ln, whereP{Ln = j} = Tn,jTn gives the probability that the root node of a random size-n alternating tree
has labelj. By using the basic decompostion of an alternating tree of sizen with respect to the largest
elementn and counting the number of ways, where the root in the tree lablled byj will get, after an
order preserving relabelling with elements{1, 2, . . . , k}, the labelℓ in the subtree of sizek containing the
original root, one obtains a recurrence for the probabilitiesP{Ln = j}, 1 ≤ j ≤ n.
This recurrence will be treated by introducing the bivariate generating function








(n−j)! , which leads to the following first order linear








1 − T (z + u)
Fz(z, u) −
1
1 − T (z + u)
F (z, u) = 0.
By an application of the method of characteristics we obtainthat the solution of this differential equation
is given by
F (z, u) = eue
W (z+u)
.
Extracting coefficients by applying the Lagrange inversionformula leads then to the exact results forTn,j
stated in Theorem 3. The limiting distribution result for the probabilitiesP{Ln = j} as given also in
Theorem 3 easily follows from this exact result.
One also easily obtains an exact expression for the expectedvalueE(Ln): E(Ln) =
∑n
j=1 jP{Ln =
j} = 3n−1− nn(n−1)n−1 , which givesE(Ln) ∼ (3−e)n = (0.281718 . . . )n. Thus the result matches with
the intuition that smaller labels are preferred to become the label of the root node in alternating ordered
trees, but the exact amount of this preference is covered in the findings above.
4.2 Root degree
Next we are interested in the behaviour of the root degree in up-down alternating labelled ordered trees.
To do this we introduce the random variableRn, which counts the root degree of a randomly chosen
up-down alternating ordered tree of sizen. If we denote now byTn,m the number of up-down alternating
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labelled ordered trees of sizen, where the root node has degreem, with 0 ≤ m ≤ n, the probabilities
P{Rn = m} are just given byP{Rn = m} = Tn,mTn . The numbersTn,m satisfy a recurrence, which
can be obtained from the basic decomposition of an alternating tree of sizen with respect to the largest
elementn and using the fact that by cutting off noden the subtree of sizek containing the root has either
also degreem (this is obtained fork − m − 1 positions ofn) or has degreem − 1 (this is obtained form
positions ofn).
This recurrence can be treated by introducing the bivariategenerating function







m. This leads then to the following first order linear partial differential








1 − T (z)
Fv(z, v) = 1 −
1 − v
1 − T (z)
F (z, v).
The solution of this differential equation, which can be obtained again by applying the method of char-
acteristics, is given as follows:
F (z, v) =
z
(1 − v)W (z)
log
(







Extracting coefficients by using the Lagrange inversion formula leads to the exact formula forTn,m
given in Theorem 4. Of course, the exact distribution ofRn is then determined byP{Rn = m} =
Tn,m
(n−1)n−1 . The discrete limiting distribution result forRn as given in Theorem 5 can be obtained either
from these exact results or easier (due to the alternating sum involved in this exact expression) by applying
singularity analysis to the functions[vm]F (z, v).








, which gives thatE(Rn) ∼ e
2−1
2 ≈ 3.194528 . . . . If we compare this result with
the corresponding result for unlabelled (or equivalently randomly labelled) ordered trees, where it holds
E(Rn) ∼ 3, we obtain that on average the root of an alternating tree hasa slightly higher degree than the
root of a randomly labelled tree.
4.3 Depth of nodes
An important parameter when analysing the structure of random trees in rooted tree families is the depth
of a randomly chosen node. Thus we are studying the random variableDn, which counts the depth of a
randomly chosen node in a random up-down alternating labelled ordered tree of sizen. Due to the nature
of the basic decomposition of alternating trees after the node with labeln in a size-n tree, we require for a
study ofDn an auxiliary parameter, which we call “the depth of a random insertion point”: if we choose
an alternating ordered treeT of sizen there are exactlyn possibilities to attach a node with labeln + 1
to one of the nodes inT in such a way that the resulting tree is again an alternating ordered tree, now of
sizen+1. The depth of noden+1 when attached to a node inT in an appropriate way is then of interest
here. We introduce thus the auxiliary random variableXn, which counts the depth of noden + 1 in a tree
obtained by choosing a random alternating tree of sizen and attaching a node with labeln + 1 at random
at one of then possibilities such that the resulting tree is an alternating tree of sizen + 1.
Using the basic decomposition of an up-down alternating label ed ordered tree with respect to the
node with the largest label we obtain a system of recurrencesfor the probabilitiesP{Xn = m} and
P{Dn = m}. When introducing the bivariate generating functions
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1 − T (z)
F (z, v) −
v
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1 − T (z)
F (z, v) −
vF (z, v)
(1 − T (z))2
G(z, v) − 1 = 0.
In order to study the asymptotic behaviour of the depthDn of a random node in a random alternating
ordered tree of sizen we use the so called method of moments. By studying the evaluation tv = 1 of
the r-derivatives ofF (z, v) andG(z, v) w.r.t. v we are able to show that, forr fixed andn → ∞, the
r-th moment of the normalized random variableDn√
n
converges to ther-th moment of a Rayley-distributed
random variableRα, with parameterα = 23 . Since the Rayleigh-distribution is fully characterized by its
moments an application of the Theorem of Fréchet and Shohat shows the convergence in distribution of
Dn√
n
to Rα which is stated as Theorem 5.
If one compares this result with the depthDn of a random node in a randomly labelled ordered tree
of sizen, whereDn√
n
is also asymptotically Rayleigh distributed, but with a larger parameterα = 1, one
gets that on average the depth of a randomly chosen node in a randomly chosen alternating ordered tree
is about1/3 smaller than the depth of a randomly chosen node in a random labelled tree of the same size.
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